Georges Bataille’s major contribution to the history of thought, if not consciousness, consists in his transformation of Friedrich Nietzsche’s concept of general economy into a subtle tool for the critical analysis of expenditure in all of its forms at every scale, from the atomic to the cosmic, by way of cells, organisms, and societies. And expenditure takes many forms—eating, sex and death are only three ways of expressing the processes of incorporation, accumulation, transformation, reproduction, and dissemination that are the passageways of energy in its peregrinations through matter: each word expressing only a moment in the life of energy, a pause or delay in the relentless process of becoming. We ourselves are only a moment in the life of energy sent from the sun, a suspension of energy in liquid and mineral material coursing through the depths of space.

Envisioning general economy requires the deployment of another Nietzschean concept—perspectivism—as a fundamental gesture. The capacity to see the workings of a specific economy from the outside, to see that any given economy is limited, or restricted, when measured against or rather within the more general processes of exchange at work in the universe as a whole—this requires perspectivism, the capacity to shift one’s point of view radically and perhaps continually. This vision looks at any given economy as if it were closed and set apart from other economies, though in fact only the cosmos as a whole can be conceived as a closed system, and even this is a matter for discussion at the frontiers of physics. Every other system is a system within a system, stacked upon and feeding off some other system. What looks like consumption from one perspective is revealed as production from another. The waste of one system is inevitably—consciously or unconsciously—the food or fuel of another. Resources are residues, and inputs are outputs by another name.

The basic structures of our biology and neurology undermine our human efforts to perceive these things. Our eyes and other senses serve as filters, selecting forms for perception from within the overwhelming chaos of reality. Our minds—or brains, if you prefer—synthesize these selective facts into the imaginary of a stable physical world, through which we may move and within which we may act. And, throughout the modern era—since Galileo, Bacon and Descartes—we have extended our capacity for selection, our means of quantification, to almost every corner of our physical and social realities. But this reductive habit—measuring this but not that, defining a system based on outputs without concern for inputs, selectively valorizing some outputs over others—dissolves in general economy, which is, as Bataille describes it, the proposal of an economy equal to the universe. Despite our biological limitations and cultural habits, there are many reasons to believe that now, in our time, Bataille’s untimely notion of expenditure, has come due.

The notion has already had a long history, even just within Bataille’s life and work. In the preface to his major work of general economy, The Accursed Share, Bataille mentions the “18 years this work has demanded of me.” Taking him at his word and recalling that The Accursed Share was first published in early 1949, we may surmise that the project began for Bataille in 1930 or 1931, during or immediately following the second year of the seminal journal Documents or, at the latest, coincident with the beginning of his participation in Boris Souvarine’s Democratic Communist Circle and its affiliated review, La Critique sociale. Bataille published his first book reviews in La Critique sociale in October 1931. Two years later, in January 1933, La Critique sociale n° 7 carried the first explicit
and extended elaboration of the theme of expenditure. *The Notion of Expenditure.*

The project nevertheless seems to have roots that reach further back in Bataille’s life. Bataille’s close friend Alfred Métraux first introduced him to Marcel Mauss’s theory of gift exchange in 1925. Métraux was a nuclear physicist of Italian origin, and Bataille and Métraux spent hours walking the streets of Paris, talking about Mauss’s work. Despite this connection, or perhaps because of it, Bataille did not borrow the issue of L’Année sociologique containing Mauss’s famous *Essai sur le don* (known in English as *The Gift*) from the Bibliothèque Nationale until May 1931. In *The Accursed Share*, Bataille is clear about the derivation of his thought in this area: “Let me indicate here that the studies whose results I am publishing here came out of my reading of the *Essai sur le don*. To begin with, reflection on potlatch led me to formulate the laws of general economy.”

This claim is partially disingenuous in at least two ways. First, it is disingenuous because it relies more on Mauss than his theory of gift exchange and potlatch. Bataille’s reading of Mauss stresses the sacrificial moment of gift exchange rather than the moment of reciprocal return. For Bataille, the gift is, first and foremost, a sacrifice. Expenditure is sacrificial expenditure. But this notion, too, derives, at least in part, from Mauss, from his “Essai sur la Nature et la Function du Sacrifice,” co-authored with Henri Hubert, first published in L’Année sociologique in 1898. Bataille’s capacious view of the interdependence of elements of social reality also owes something to Mauss and his concept of the “total social fact,” of which the gift is only the best example. A total social fact is a fact or practice that is personal, political, economic, legal, and religious, among other things, all at once. To perceive a total social fact is to perceive things in general, with multiple systems of meaning intersecting or layered on top of one another. Bataille remarks that the thought of general economy derives entirely from reflections on potlatch is also disingenuous in another more significant way. Elsewhere, Bataille remarks that his encounter with the thought of Friedrich Nietzsche, in the early 1920s, was, as he says, “decisive.” That encounter began with *Beyond Good and Evil*, a book that Bataille borrowed from the Bibliothèque Nationale on 12 April 1922, three years before his first exposure to Mauss’s thought. In *Beyond Good and Evil*, Nietzsche develops his theory of will to power as a strategy for understanding what he calls—only once but explicitly—the “general economy of life.” Thus, while Bataille may have formulated the laws of general economy through a reflection on Mauss’s description of potlatch, he did so from a perspective deeply influenced by a prior reading of Nietzsche.

The name Friederich Nietzsche is nevertheless conspicuous in its absence from *The Accursed Share*, Volume One. Nietzsche does, however, appear as a significant reference in *Sovereignty*, the book that was to become volume three of *The Accursed Share*, though Bataille did not see it published during his lifetime. This omission or concealment of Nietzsche’s influence on Bataille’s theory of general economy is particularly curious given his near omnipresence in Bataille’s other works, most obviously *On Nietzsche*, wherein he writes: “With a few exceptions, my company on earth is that of Nietzsche...” In the aftermath of World War Two, the company of the German philosopher, still mistakenly associated with the dark drives and legacy of National Socialism, may have been too controversial for inclusion in a book Bataille took as seriously for its world-changing potential as *The Accursed Share*. Nietzsche does, however, appear in drafts for the project where, for example, Bataille cites a portion of this passage from *Thus Spoke Zarathustra*:

> How did gold attain the highest value? Because it is uncommon and useless and gleaming and gentle in its splendour; it always gives itself. Only as the image of the highest virtue did gold attain the highest value. Goldlike gleam the eyes of the giver...Uncommon is the highest virtue and useless; it is gleaming and gentle in its splendour: a gift-giving virtue is the highest virtue. Verily I have found you out, my disciples; you strive, as I do, for the gift-giving virtue...This is your thirst: to become sacrifices and gifts yourselves.

It is not necessary to interpret this passage too deeply: Mauss’s social thought meets Nietzsche’s poetic psychology in Bataille’s general economy. Despite the convergence of these powerful influences, Bataille ruminate over *The Accursed Share* for at least 18 years. In the late 1920s, following his encounter with Nietzsche, his introduction to Mauss’s theory of gifts, and his initial readings of both Sade and Freud (including his unorthodox experience with psychoanalysis by the Mauritian Freud), Bataille attempted to elaborate a cosmology of solar expenditure and base materialism circulating around and through several mythical figures: the solar anus, the pineal eye, and the Jesuve. These texts remained, for the most part, unpublished during Bataille’s lifetime, but they certainly constitute his initial attempt to express the ideas developed most fully in *The Accursed Share*.

The earliest of these writings, “The Solar Anus,” dates to 1927, though it did not appear in print until late 1931, when the Galerie Simon published it in a small edition illustrated by Bataille’s friend André Masson. The other manuscripts date to 1930, the year after Bataille came under attack by André Breton in the Nietzschean Manifesto, and the year Documents lost funding. These texts reflect that moment of polemic and pause, a moment in which Bataille seems to have been gathering his thoughts, drafting manuscripts designed to articulate his position, a vision directly in contrast to and in contestation of the Surrealist vision.

By late 1931, Bataille’s horizon of concern had shifted away from Breton and the Surrealists toward Boris Souvarine’s Democratic Communist Circle and its associated journal, *La Critique sociale*. He continued to develop, and ultimately publish, his theories of base materialism and expenditure, now against a backdrop of Marxism and far left militancy. Through the Democratic Communist Circle, Bataille made another personal contact essential to the development of his thought on expenditure, Georges Ambrosino (1912–1984). Ambrosino was a nuclear physicist of Italian origin, and the co-founder of Counter Attack, Acéphale, the College of Sociology, and other groups. Ambrosino served a role in relation to energetics and atomic theory analogous to Alfred Métraux’s role in relation to the Mauss and Métraux spent hours walking the streets of Paris, talking about Mauss’s work. Despite this connection, or perhaps because of it, Bataille did not borrow the issue of L’Année sociologique containing Mauss’s famous *Essai sur le don* (known in English as *The Gift*) from the Bibliothèque Nationale until May 1931. In *The Accursed Share*, Bataille is clear about the derivation of his thought in this area: “Let me indicate here that the studies whose results I am publishing here came out of my reading of the *Essai sur le don*. To begin with, reflection on potlatch led me to formulate the laws of general economy.”
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, was profoundly significant in the postwar era. Ultimately, the article would not be published until July. The book project would take even longer. Ambrosino was pulled away by his research, and Bataille opted to refocus his energies and drafts on historical and cultural topics: on the Aztecs, Islam, Tibetan Buddhism, the somewhat isolated medieval village of Vézelay, or Free France, and Bataille's focus drifted toward other projects—of several types: poetry, fiction, philosophy—at once.

The book resurfaces as a central concern in September of 1945, when Bataille mentioned it to a letter to his publisher Michel Gallimard: “The Accursed Share, on which I have been working for fifteen years.” He explains, “This is a work that I spoke to you about during one of our conversations, that touches on a subject of public interest, which will be easy, often amusing to read, from end to end. The work is already well advanced and I think I can see the end within about a year.” At this point Bataille was living in the somewhat isolated medieval village of Vézelay on extended medical leave from his job at the Bibliothèque Nationale and increasingly desperate for money. There is no doubt that he hoped The Accursed Share would be both accessible to a wide audience and completed soon.

Only a few days later he mentioned the project again, publicly, in a letter to his friend Roger Cailllois. Cailllois had solicited a contribution from Bataille for a London-based journal associated with the wartime resistance government La France libre, or Free France, and Bataille promised to have something for him in a “month or two.” That very month, Ambrosino visited Bataille in Vézelay and the two men talked at length about the project. The text Bataille sent Cailllois: “Economy Equal to the Universe: Brief notes preparatory to the preparation of an essay on ‘general economy’” forthcoming under the title, De l’Érotisme sexuelle au malheur d’Hiroshima (From Sexual Anguish to the Misfortune of Hiroshima). That volume recalls Bataille’s efforts to write a phenomenology of eroticism in the late 1930s, a project in some ways related to the notebooks that became Guilty, as well as another project entitled Sade et l’essence de l’érotisme (Sade and the Essence of Eroticism) from the late 1940s. In late 1949–early 1950, Bataille finally wrote a draft of the book, again based on articles published in Critique and elsewhere. The draft bears the title L’Histoire de l’érotisme (The History of Eroticism). He rewrote it in 1953–54 and again in 1956, before finally publishing the book in 1957 as L’Érotisme (Eroticism). Eroticism, in other words, is in fact The Accursed Share, Volume Two.

A third volume was anticipated in 1950 under the title Propos politiques (Political Matters). This volume developed out of articles and notes for other projects on Nietzsche, Camus, and Communism from the late 1940s, but Bataille did not prepare a final draft of the book until the spring of 1953, at which point he worked on it for a year before setting the manuscript aside. Some of the chapters had already appeared as articles, others would be published later in the same form. The book in its whole was not published in Bataille’s lifetime. We know it now under the title La Souveraineté (Sovereignty), but we can also wonder not only why Bataille did not publish this manuscript, but also what he might have envisioned in its place.

The book series Bataille mentioned in the first volume of The Accursed Share is another largely phantasmic project. Published by Éditions de Minuit, “L’Usage des richesses” (The Use of Wealth) included only The Accursed Share, Volume One and a book by Bataille’s former brother-in-law and close collaborator, Jean Piel, La Fortune Américaine et son destin (American Fortune and Its Fate). Other anticipated projects included a book by Mircea Eliade on Tanturism and a book by Claude Lévi-Strauss. But this first volume will have a continuation. Further, it is being published in a collection that I direct, which intends to publish, among others, works in ‘general economy.’

The back cover of The Accursed Share, Volume One announced a second volume forthcoming under the title, De l’angoisse sexuelle au malheur d’Hiroshima (From Sexual Anguish to the Misfortune of Hiroshima). That volume recalls Bataille’s efforts to write a phenomenology of eroticism in the late 1930s, a project in some ways related to the notebooks that became Guilty, as well as another project entitled Sade et l’essence de l’érotisme (Sade and the Essence of Eroticism) from the late 1940s. In late 1949–early 1950, Bataille finally wrote a draft of the book, again based on articles published in Critique and elsewhere. The draft bears the title L’Histoire de l’érotisme (The History of Eroticism). He rewrote it in 1953–54 and again in 1956, before finally publishing the book in 1957 as L’Érotisme (Eroticism). Eroticism, in other words, is in fact The Accursed Share, Volume Two.
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Scapegoat
The Accursed Share
translated by Stuart Kendall

The Economy Equal to the Universe: Brief notes preliminary to the preparation of an essay on “general economy” forthcoming under the title The Accursed Share

by Georges Bataille
translated by Stuart Kendall

Essentially wealth is energy; energy is the basis and the goal of production. The plants that we cultivate in the fields and the animals that we raise are sums of energy that agricultural work has made available. We use, we consume these animals and these plants in order to acquire the energy expended in all of our labours. Even our in-ert products—a chair, a plate, a building—respond to the necessities of a dynamic system. The use of my muscular energy implies a time of rest wherein I am seated on a chair, having used up the energy that I expend now by writing...

Surpluses of Energy Due to the Action of the Sun

It is not difficult for me to capture the energy required for my life. I usually even have a significant excess at my disposal, and as a whole humanity has access to an immense surplus.

But it is an error to attribute, as one usually does, our excess of wealth to recent inventions, to the development of modern tools. The sum of energy produced is always superior to that which is necessary for its production. This is the principle of life, which generally confirms the actions of plants and animals. The productive activity of a plant can be envisioned from one side as an expenditure of energy, and from the other as acquisition. If the acquisition was not greater than the expenditure, no plant could grow. It is the same with animals (animal growth is more difficult and often presupposes the assistance of adults: in this case it is the adult-young animal group whose mass increases). This fundamental law of life is not surprising. The sums expended usefully permit life to capture solar energy and this easily provides the excess of the living world.

The green parts of the plants of land and sea endlessly implement the appropriation of an important part of the luminous energy of the sun. In this way light—sunlight—produces us, animates us and engenders our excess. This excess, this animation, is the effect of this light (we are essentially only an effect of the sun).

In practice, from the point of view of wealth, the radiation of the sun distinguishes itself with its unilateral character: it loses itself without taking account, without compensation. The solar economy is founded on this principle. Usually, if one envisions our economy on the ground, one isolates it. But this is only a consequence of that which engenders and dominates it.

If we force ourselves to grasp, setting out from this principle, the economic movements that animate us, we perceive at the same time the excess of production over the energy necessary and the general effect of this excess: if we produce more than we expend in production, the excess of energy must be recovered in some way. If it is used, this can only be in the growth of the system that produced it. If not, it must be destroyed. This energy in play in our activity is not freed from its origins, though we forget this. Its operation in us is only a passage. We can stop the solar rays but for a time. The solar energy that we are is an energy that loses itself. And undoubtedly we can delay it, but not suppress the movement that demands that it lose itself. The system of which we are a part can stop the radiation if it accumulates in it, but it cannot grow endlessly. At a given point in time, when the growth of the system has reached its limit, the energy captured can only resume its course and lose itself. The solar ray that we are returns in the end to the nature and direction of the sun: it must give itself, lose itself without taking account. A living system grows, or lavishes itself, without reason.

Individual Use of these Surpluses

From this new perspective, it is necessary to envision the living world as a whole. If one envisions only a part, its extreme limit of growth only has a relative significance. That an individual organism has had its fill and cannot henceforth grow more does not limit the stagnation of the rays of the sun on earth nor the slow growth of the mass of energy sunk there. The limit encountered at a point, when the individual approachs maximum growth, permits the observation of what happens once the development of the individual no longer entirely absorbs the available excess of energy. The sexual explosion then comes into effect, and liberates a great quantity of energy. Seent from the point of view of the living world, this liberation assures the extension, the duration of life. For the individual, it is a loss, pure and simple. Sexual activity escapes at least for a flash the stagnation of energy and pro longs the movement of the sun. On this topic, human subjectivity provides information in agreement with the facts of general economy. There is a shift between the immediate impulse and its results. In human terms, the domain of one is accrued, while reproduction, the growth of the species, is the object of a dominant solicitude.

The Use of Surpluses in the Extension of the Living World and the Limits of this Use

The activity of the living mass of the globe in relation to the radiation of the sun only has a provisional and subordinated sense. Its opposition to the movement of the solar ray is no less constant and, for itself, fundamental. The principle of this living mass, on the surface of the globe, is to utilize, in order to extend to the maximum, the too-full energy that the sun gives it. The limit of growth is that of the possible. Extension only stops when life has invaded then filled up the accessible domain. Not only does each species—plant, animal—occupy on its own account all space where it can live. But also living nature itself, at the extremity, multiplies its forms to the point of finally reaching the inaccessible (to that which up till then had remained forbidden): the trunks and branches of trees have raised green foliage above the grasses, winged insects and birds have filled the air with life. The same penetration exerts itself in the waters, in the mud at the bottom of the sea, even within solid ground. There is no other limit than a maximum of population, but life attains this limit. And if it attains it, even as it approaches it, life is in the state of an individual who can no longer expend to grow a constant surplus of energy: excess is always present, but energy recovers its initial freedom. Life being unable to endlessly invest itself usefully consumes itself in pure loss.

The Use of Surpluses before the Arrival of Human Beings

It is difficult to follow the play of energy in epochs that preceded human beings. At least the precise picture of a group of movements demands the application of very diverse disciplines, the basis of which undoubtedly exists, but the facts of which remain to be specified. The livable realm must have been filled, life must have reached its limits, or thereabouts, long before human beings existed. How, in these natural conditions, was the wasting of excess assured? Only the deep studies of diverse biologists could respond to this question. For now I must content myself with general propositions. Excess is the incontestable point of departure. The surplus can only be invested from the moment when extension is no longer possible. This implies a priori that great quantities of energy are available for the use of those who had the strength to waste them. A certain advantage was given from the outset to beasts of prey. Carnivores of various classes of animals not only had a position of privilege over herbivores: they responded poorly to the necessities of a system excluding indefinite growth. A
world of herbivores in which development has encountered no other obstacle than a scarcity of food is inconceivable. A permanent scarcity of food cannot result in superabundance. And in the form of flesh, excess was given to those who wanted it, to the condition, however, that it be wast ed. If carnivorous animals had been const ituted economically, if they had used the energy that belongs to them to its maxi mum extent, making it return in volume the same quantity that was produced, by assimilating the same quantity of energy that the animals ate, the effect would have been weak.

Ultimately, however, it is clear that the waste of devourers did not suffice: even if reproducing themselves slowly, they did not endlessly provide for the needs of the globe—living to dispense with and to lose all that it can contain.

**Importance and Difficulties of the Problem of Expenditure**

To power the economic problem like this, in an inverse way, it is undoubtedly profitable to evoke a hesitation. Not content to invert the expenditure tragically to the grandeur and meaning of man. Human nature is already equal to the immense liberations of energy. Those who perceive it dedicate themselves to these liberations. The full fact on the earth of energy radiating from the sun, they are charged with returning it to its initial liberty. If they are betrayed by the (provisional) weakness of human intelligence, the rage of the sun at least will not fail them: through glory—intended—or horror—undergone—no proposed task was more certain of coming to be.

Excess was necessary to maintain my life; the waste of devourers did not suffice: even if it is neglected, it is not because it has become clear, but it is going so well that no one, it seems, has paid attention to it. Precisely its (ineluc table) necessity permitted it not to be taken into account. Whereas the problems on the side of acquisition imply a possibility of failure, those on the side of expenditure, since it is inevitable...for all that it is not always pleasant. And, in any case, a difference must be marked between active and passive solutions, the latter possessing as a principle an inconvenience for those who submit to them (hence the solution of the carnivore from the perspective of the herbivore). If one admits in general the interest of active responses, expenditure—when the surplus can be invested in growth—is as important as acquisition. Keynes's bottles illustrate this principle.

The point of view of the surplus of energy—characterizes general economy and principally distinguishes it from classical political economy—assumes this reason not only in the human sciences but in the general theory of evolution. The point of view of the domain of the excess accessible to life has been introduced (rather recently) in biology. That of surplus must be in its turn: the first is only, as we have seen, a consequence of the second.

**Man as Response to the Problem of Extension**

Man offered the decisive response to the general problem of surplus. Man brought a portion of a considerable possibility of extension to living activity utilizing a share of the available energy. To an important extent, he untied another share of numerous expenditures from the provisional goal of extension. But saying “offered a response” isn’t saying much: the response is man himself. The influx of solar energy, the critical point of its consequences, is humanity.

Man is an effect of the surplus of energy: the extreme richness of his elevated activities must be principally defined as the dazzling liberation of an excess. The energy liberated in man flourishes and makes useless splendor endlessly visible. But the surplus of energy would not have been liberated if it had not first been seized. Condensation was necessary for expenditure. Human activity exploits the wealth of the earth with the help of new means. In this way, it extends the domain of life. Men do not limit themselves, like trees and winged animals, to the occupation of spaces that are still free. There was not, in fact, when man appeared, any space that was not filled to the maximum extent with life. But by arranging new means, human beings invested considerable quantities of energy in installations increasing their power. They grew and increased the living nature from arrangements of dead matter that should in the end be regarded as one of the modalities by which life is extended.

Man as Response to the Problem of Expenditure

But one cannot grant major importance to the means that man now has of extending the domain of life—acquisition. If one admits in general the interest of active responses, expenditure—when the means themselves increase the surplus. Undoubtedly there are periods of investment: in the end they only accelerate things. Capitalist accumulation tended to slow the sumptuary expenditures of the feudal world. Accumulation, not only in the human sciences but in the general theory of evolution. The point of view of the extension to living activity utilizing a share of the available energy—characterizes general economy and principally distinguishes it from classical political economy—assumes this reason not only in the human sciences but in the general theory of evolution. The point of view of the surplus of energy—characterizes general economy and principally distinguishes it from classical political economy—assumes this reason not only in the human sciences but in the general theory of evolution.

Man as Response to the Problem of Extension

Man offered the decisive response to the general problem of surplus. Man brought a portion of a considerable possibility of extension to living activity utilizing a share of the available energy. To an important extent, he untied another share of numerous expenditures from the provisional goal of extension. But saying “offered a response” isn’t saying much: the response is man himself. The influx of solar energy, the critical point of its consequences, is humanity.

Man is an effect of the surplus of energy: the extreme richness of his elevated activities must be principally defined as the dazzling liberation of an excess. The energy liberated in man flourishes and makes useless splendor endlessly visible. But the surplus of energy would not have been liberated if it had not first been seized. Condensation was necessary for expenditure. Human activity exploits the wealth of the earth with the help of new means. In this way, it extends the domain of life. Men do not limit themselves, like trees and winged animals, to the occupation of spaces that are still free. There was not, in fact, when man appeared, any space that was not filled to the maximum extent with life. But by arranging new means, human beings invested considerable quantities of energy in installations increasing their power. They grew and increased the living nature from arrangements of dead matter that should in the end be regarded as one of the modalities by which life is extended.

Man as Response to the Problem of Expenditure

But one cannot grant major importance to the means that man now has of extending the domain of life—acquisition. If one admits in general the interest of active responses, expenditure—when the means themselves increase the surplus. Undoubtedly there are periods of investment: in the end they only accelerate things. Capitalist accumulation tended to slow the sumptuary expenditures of the feudal world. Accumulation, not only in the human sciences but in the general theory of evolution. The point of view of the surplus of energy—characterizes general economy and principally distinguishes it from classical political economy—assumes this reason not only in the human sciences but in the general theory of evolution.
Toward a General Model of Portfolio Decision-Making. Crossing boundaries: toward a general model of marital fertility, from which, with appropriate empirical restrictions, implications are drawn for research and welfare analysis. The model builds to a considerable extent on prior economic research, but it differs from much of the economic literature on fertility in its emphasis on endogenous preferences and natural fertility.